CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

&
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It may be claimed that Douglas Stewart will occupy an important place in Australian literature for his various contributions to literary life in Australia. Firstly, he turned the nation's attention to the beauties of nature and to the heroic men of the country. Secondly, the Editor of *Bulletin* he gave a radical thrust to Australianness, while others before him had not been so committed. Under his leadership the *Bulletin* turned from comic accounts of the land and its place to a series of appraisal of the bushrangers, and the flora and fauna.

Charles Harpur, Kendall and A.D. Hope, though Stewart's contemporaries, cannot claim historical importance as does Stewart because the former had an ambivalent attitude towards the land and its culture. Therefore Stewart's importance is historical.

It has been noted that Stewart, to begin with, wrote poems about New Zealand experiences. The vividness with which he recollects and captures the past, showed his real and authentic relationship with that country. He does not describe things in abstract terms but in concrete detail he pictures them. In
poems like 'Green Lions', 'The White Cry', 'Elegy For An Airman' his observations and sensuous response can be seen.

His poetry written in Australia, is a significant mark in his career. Some of his poems of heroic men are relevant to our times. The poems "Rutherford", "Professor Piccard", "Farwell to Jindabyne" and "A man from Adaminby" are also relevant to the present time. The difference between Stewart's nature poems and the Romantic poetry is that the latter is found to be imaginative and a sustaining force for poetic inspiration.

For Wordsworth, Keats and Shelley Nature afforded symbols of immortality and contemplation of nature is an occasion for transcendence. For Stewart Nature is concrete but it is not an imaginative reality. The interesting aspect of Stewart's perception is that he does not find Australian landscape different from New Zealand landscape. For him one complements the other. His admiration is not confined to Nature only. He glorifies the men and women who have endured hardships of a new continent in a series of poems. His heroes include explorers, pioneers, voyagers and scientists. His Scottish ancestry helps him with a tradition and his treatment of heroism is reminiscent of his Scottish ancestors.

He is a poet whose poetry and nature as a poet are central to everything he has written. A large and valuable body of literary criticism which has won him a high reputation in his field and to all this may be added some excellent short stories essays and pieces of journalism.
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